
Vesta and Elemental Philosophy in Fasti 6 

Book 6 of Ovid’s Fasti relates the history of Vesta’s temple from its foundation to Ovid’s 

own time. Key episodes in this history allude to the philosophical frame of the Metamorphoses 

and therefore to its themes of elemental chaos and universal change. As in other cases, this 

intertextual dialogue between the poems reinforces the central themes of both while at the same 

time possibly complicating the relationship between them. 

 The Fasti episode opens with an aition for the Vesta temple’s round shape, which is 

compared both to that of the earth itself (Vesta eadem est et terra (or Terra), 6.267) and to 

Archimedes’ model of the spherical, geocentric mundus (277-82). These philosophical and 

scientific associations suggest that the temple can be seen as forming a frame with the episode in 

book 1 in which Janus identifies himself as elemental Chaos (1.103). This framing structure 

mirrors that of the Metamorphoses, which is bracketed by a cosmogony that includes a 

description of the spherical, geocentric mundus arising out of elemental chaos in book 1 (5-75) 

and by Pythagoras’ philosophical discourse on universal change in book 15 (60-478). The fact 

that Vesta’s temple is founded by Numa (Fast. 6.257-64), a pupil of Pythagoras (Met. 15.479-

81), strengthens these links. While the philosophical frame of the Fasti has been noted (Gee 

2000), no one has recognized the extent to which the Vesta episode is in dialogue with the 

Metamorphoses’ philosophical frame. 

 In the Fasti, the poet claims that the temple’s forma has never changed and he explains 

this fact by appealing to Vesta’s identity with earth (6.265-6, 460) – implicitly assuming the 

permanence of the geocentric mundus – and her association with fire (6.266-8). He later adds 

that the Vestal fire is inextinguishable (6.297) and eternal (6.456). But this conception of 

elemental earth and fire contradicts Pythagoras’ doctrine, which describes how all four elements 



continually morph into one another (Met. 15.231-57; he specifically includes earth, 241, 245, 251 

and fire, 243, 248, 250). 

 This picture of the Vesta temple as an exception to Pythagoras’ philosophy of change is 

further complicated by another intertextual dialogue involving not the end but the opening of the 

Metamorphoses. Commentators (e.g. Bömer) have noted the bare verbal parallels, but no one has 

recognized in them a significant pattern of allusion. This pattern is signaled in Fasti 6 when a 

flood that preceded the foundation of Vesta’s temple is described in language that recalls 

Deucalion’s flood (Fast. 6.401, udae tenuere paludes, Met. 1.418, udaeque paludes). In 

addition, the temple that Numa founded is described in language (regis opus placidi, quo 

metuentius ullum / numinis, Fast. 6.259-60) that closely resembles Ovid’s description of 

Deucalion and Pyrrha themselves (non illo melior quisquam nec amantior aequi / vir fuit aut illa 

metuentior ulla deorum, Met. 1.322-3). This language casts Numa’s foundation of the temple 

after a flood as comparable to Deucalion’s and Pyrrha’s regeneration of the human race. 

Moreover, the Fasti goes on to tell of the rescue of the sacra from the temple on the occasion of 

a fire described in language (Fast. 6.439, flagrabant...ignibus ignes) that recalls Phaethon’s 

catastrophic fire (Met. 2.313, compescuit ignibus ignes). The early history of the temple, then, 

includes episodes of “elemental imbalance,” flood and fire, similar to those that occur in the 

early history of the mundus itself. These episodes reinforce the poet’s statement that Vesta is or 

is like the earth and that her temple is like Archimedes’ model of the universe, but perhaps 

complicates assertions regarding the temple’s permanence and resistance to change. 

 The Vesta episode closes with reference to Augustus’ guardianship of the temple (6.455-

6) and therefore suggests, as does Metamorphoses 15, that any underlying instability is 

successfully managed by Augustus. The Fasti, however, more than the Metamorphoses, looks 



beyond Augustus to the question of his successor(s), which appears even more urgent in light of 

any residual concerns about the physical fragility of the world. 
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